Abstract. Using an ordering of the vertices of a combinatorial n-manifold K, we give an explicit description of a simplicial mod 2 cycle c"_¡(K) which represents the dual of the z'th normal Stiefel-Whitney class of K.
1. The formula. A local ordering of a simplical complex K is a partial ordering of the vertices of K which restricts to a total order on the closed star of each vertex. If K is a locally ordered «-dimensional complex, and (a, r) is an ordered pair of n-simplices of K such that a n r ¥= 0, define u(o, t) G Z/2Z as follows. Since o n r J= 0, there is a vertex v such that a and t are in star(u). Let vx,. .., vs be the vertices of a and r in the given total order of star(u). (If a vertex belongs to both a and r, it should be listed only once.) Let ¡i(a, r) = 1 if vx, v3, v5, . . . are in o and v2, v4, v6, . . . are in r, and u(a, t) = 0 otherwise. For i = 1, 2,. . ., n, let cn_i(K) be the simplicial mod 2 (n -z')-cnain 2 [i(o, r)a n r, summed over all ordered pairs (a, r) of n-simplices such that dim(a n r) = n -i. Theorem 1. Let K be a finite locally ordered combinatorial n-manifold without boundary. The chain c"_¡(K) is a mod 2 cycle, and its homology class is Poincaré dual to w¡(K), the ith normal Stiefel-Whitney class of K.
A theorem of Levitt and Rourke [6] asserts that some combinatorial formula using a local ordering exists for every characteristic class of combinatorial manifolds. The prototype is the combinatorial formula for the tangential Stiefel-Whitney classes w¡ (cf. [4] ). A generalization of this formula for w¡ has been given by Goldstein and Turner [3] . The observation that the Goldstein-Turner formula can be proved using our geometric definition of Stiefel-Whitney classes ( [2] , [7] ) led us to the formula for w¡ presented here. Its form was simplified by a remark of Lee Rudolph.
2. An example. Let K be the triangulation of the projective plane obtained by identifying opposite points of the icosahedron. Order the vertices of K as in Figure 1 . The cycle cx(K) is the sum of the nine edges emphasized in the figure. This cycle represents the nonzero class of HX(K) (mod 2 coefficients). For example, consider the edge <1, 5>. The two 2-simplices incident to it are <1, 4, 5> and <1, 3, 5>. Since p«l, 4, 5>, <1, 3, 5» = 1, the coefficient of <l,5>inc,(A)is 1.
The cycle c0(K) is the sum of the vertices <3> and <6>, so its homology class is 0. For example p«l, 3, 5>, <1, 2, 4» = 1, p«l, 3, 6>, <1, 2, 4» = 1, and p(o, t) = 0 for all other ordered pairs of 2-simplices (a, t) in the star of <1>. Therefore the coefficient of (1> in c0(K) is 0. Now let /: K -> 7?2 be a simplexwise-linear map which puts the vertices of K in order along the parabola (t, t2). The cycle cx(K) is equal to the "fold cycle" off. Figure 2 shows the image of the star of the edge <1, 5> under such a map.
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Similarly, let g: K-» R3 be a simplexwise-linear map which puts the vertices of K in order along the twisted cubic (t, t2, t3). The cycle c0(K) is equal to the "branch cycle" of g. In other words, if a and t are 2-simplices such that an t is a vertex, then g(o°) n g(r°) ^0 if and only if either p(a, t) = 1 or p(r, a) = 1. (a0 denotes the interior of o.) Figure 3 shows the image of the union of <1, 3, 5> and <1, 2, 4> under such a map. Figure 3 We will prove Theorem 1 by showing that, for any locally ordered «-complex K, the chain cn_¡(K) is the branch chain of some map from K to R"+'~'.
3. The branch cycle. If /: X -> Y is a continuous map, let B(f) be the set of points x E X such that for every neighborhood U of x there exist / and z in U with y ¥= z and f(y) = f(z). The closed set B(f) is the branch locus of /. The branch locus of / is empty if and only if / is locally injective. For example, if /: A" -» Pp is a stable differentiable map of smooth manifolds, with n < p, then B(f) is precisely the singularity set of/(cf. [7] , [1] ).
Let /: K" -» Rp be a simplexwise-linear map of the «-complex K to Euclidean p-space, « < p. The map / is general if dim/(o) = dim a for all simplices a of K, and dim(/(a°) n /(t°)) = dim a + dim t -p for all pairs of distinct simplices o,r of K with f(a°) n /(t°) ^=0. (No restriction is made on the dimension of intersection of three or more sim-plices.) If the span of {/(t>0), . . . ,f(vp)} is Rp for every set of p + 1 distinct vertices v0, . . . , vp of K, then/is general.
If /: K" -> Rp is a general simplexwise-linear map, n < p, a simplicial mod 2 (2n -p -l)-chain ÍB(/) in K, with support contained in B(f), is defined as follows. The coefficient of the (2n -p -l)-simplex to in the chain d(f) is the number (mod 2) of unordered pairs of n-simplices [o, r) in the star of to such that/(o°) n /(t°) ^0 (cf. Figures 2 and 3) . The chain ® (/) is the branch chain of /. Theorem 2. Let f: K" -> 7?"+,_1 fco general simplexwise-linear map of the finite combinatorial n-manifold K" to Euclidean (n + i -\)-space, i > 1. F«e branch chain % (f) is a mod 2 cyc/e, <j«í/ to homology class is Poincaré dual to wt(K).
This theorem was conjectured in [7] and proved in [8], [9] , and [5] , in increasingly general settings. Here is a summary of the proof. If K is a finite purely n-dimensional complex with mod 2 boundary 3A", and/: K-> Rn+'~x (i > 1) is general, then d%(f) lies in dK, and the class of <3J(/) in H"_j(K, dK) is independent of/. Let *$>'(K) be this class. The function which assigns the class <3d' (K) to the complex K is a geometric homology operation of degree i which is uniquely characterized by a self-intersection property (cf.
[9], [5] To prove Theorem 1 it is enough to show that a local ordering of the vertices of an «-complex K" can be used to define a general map /:
K"^Rn+i-'such that c"_,(7C) = <$>(f).
Let K be an «-complex. Given a local ordering of the vertices of K and an integer p > n, a moment map f: K" -» Rp is a simplexwise-linear map which puts the vertices of K in order along the moment curve (t, t2, . . . , tp). Note that the alternation of vertices implies that |dim A -dim B\ < 1.
Lemma 3. Let f: K" -+ Rp be a general simplexwise-linear map, and let a, r be n-simplices of K such that w = a n t is a (2« -p -\)-simplex. Then fio") n f(r°) ¥= 0 if and only if there are faces a' < o and r' < t such that a' n t' = 0, dim a' + dim t' = p, and /((<O°)n/((T')°)*0.
Moreover, a' and r' are unique, and f(a) n /(t) is the cone over f(w) from a, Proof. For any simplex p of A, let v(p) be the set of vertices of p. If ct' and t' have the stated properties, then v(a') u u(t') = v(a) u u(t). For o(o') U ü(t') c ü(ct) u v(t), and both these sets have p + 2 elements. Therefore v(w) u v(a') = v(a), since v(w) u u(a') c t>(o-) c u(o) n (u(a') U v(r')) = (ü(ct) n v(t')) u u(a') c u(w) U v(o'). Similarly v(w) U u(t') = u(t). Now let ax G (o')° and a2 E (t')° with f(ax) = fiaj = aG /((a')°) n /((t')°), and let b G w°. Then (a, + ¿>)/2 E a° since a' and « span a. Similarly (a2 + b)/2 G t°. So /((a, + b)/2) = /((a2 + b)/2) = (a + /(6))/2 E /(a°) n /(t°), and /(a°) n /(t°) ^ 0. (Note that the cone from a over f(w) is contained in /(a) n /(r).)
Conversely, suppose that f(a°) n f(r°) ¥= 0. Now /(a) n fir) is a convex cell in Rp containing/(w). Furthermore fio) n fir) is the union of the cells of a complex C. The open cells of C are the sets f(s°) n /(r°) for í < o and t < t. (Clearly fio) n /(t) is the disjoint union of the open cells f(s°) n f(t°), and the boundary of the closed cell fis) n fit) is the union of f((s')°) n /((/')°) for s' < s and /' < /, (s', t') ¥= (s, t) .) The open cells of C which are contained in fiw) are the cells f(w°) with w < w, i.e. the cells f(s°) n fit°) with j = /. Now suppose s <o and / < t are such that s =£ t and dim(/(i°) n f(t°)) > 1. Since / is general, this implies dimi + dim / > p + 1. Since v(a) u v(t) has p + 2 elements, it follows that s n t ¥= 0. Thus the cell /(*) n fit) has some face in the cell fiw). So each edge of the complex C has at least one vertex in fiw). Therefore C has a unique vertex a £ fiw), and the convex cell fio) n fir) is the cone from a over fiw). Let {a} = /((a')°) n /((t')°) for a' < o and t' < t. Since / is general, dim o' + dim r' = p, so v(a') u u(t') ■ u(a) U v(t) and a' n t' = 0. This completes the proof.
Proposition. Let K be a locally ordered n-complex, and let f: K -» Rp be a moment map. Then
Proof. Let w be a (2/i -p -l)-simplex of K, and let a and r be /•-simplices in the star of a. We must show that f(a°) n /(t°) ¥" 0 if and only if a n t = « and either ¡i(o, r) = 1 or ju(t, o) = 1. Let u" . . ., vs be the vertices of a and t in the given order.
If a n t = w then each of a and t has n + 1 vertices, 2n -p of which are repeated, so í = p + 2. If ju(a, t) = 1 we consider the two simplices a' = <t?i, u3, t>5, . . . >, t' = (,v2, t>4, t>6, . . . >. The simplex a' is a face of a and t' is a face of r. These simplices are disjoint and dim a' + dim r' = /?. By Shapiro's lemma, fio') n fir') ¥= 0, so Lemmas 1 and 3 imply that f(a°) n f(r°) ¥= 0. We obtain the same conclusion if ¡i(r, a) = 1. Conversely, suppose that f(o°) n /(t°) ^0. By Lemma 1,
and since a n r 3 w, we have
It follows that dim fio n t) = dim w so o n r = w. So Lemmas 1 and 3 imply that there are faces o' < o and t' < r with a' n r' = 0, dim a' + dim r' = /», and/((a')°) n f((r')°) ¥" 0. By Shapiro's lemma, the vertices of a' and t' alternate along the moment curve, so p.(o, r) = 1 or u(t, a) = 1. This Proposition and Theorem 2 imply Theorem 1.
4. Questions. The proposition and the proof of Theorem 2 show that if K is any finite purely n-dimensional complex then cn_¡(K) is a cycle which represents Sq'[ÂT] G 77"_,(7í, dK). Our combinatorial definition of c"_¡(K) is very similar to Steenrod's original definition of Sq' in cohomology using cup-/ products [11] . Can Theorem 1 be proved directly using this relationship?
Our formula for the normal class w is also similar to Goldstein and Turner's formula [3] for the tangential class w. Can this relation be used to give a combinatorial proof of the Whitney duality theorem w u w = 1, or something more general?
